
LUCAS

Adaptive and Advanced
Driver Performance Assistant 



LUCAS is a Driver Performance Assistant application developed for your 

Android telematics devices. It runs based on CANGO CANbus Services and 

delivers a state of the art scoring & coaching solution for your drivers. Our 

experience and expertise in the telematics field are connected with 

CANGO CANbus Service, which performs a comprehensive and fully 

settable Driver Behavior algorithm that includes 49 parameters calculated 

in real-time. Whether your fleet is large or small, safety needs to be priority 

nunumber one to ensure your business's growth and longevity.

The commercial driving industry's changing landscape places equal 

responsibility on drivers to improve their time-honored operator skills with 

newly available information and on business owners to organically cultivate 

a safety culture within each of their carriers.  LUCAS acts like a personal 

assistant and improves vehicle safety by helping drivers prevent or avoid 

accidents:

One application for all HGV’s, LCV’s, Buses & Coaches

Fully settable

Include a backend/API which delivers comprehensive data to your 

telematics solution

Flexibility, control and transferability of licenses

Best price policy using User Subscription License.

Why choose LUCAS
as your driver
performance
assistant?



LUCAS will help you to achieve a better, safer, cleaner, and more economical

way of operating vehicle fleet from day ONE! Driving or not, your 

performance assistant will collect all data and give you the insights you need 

to improve your fleet management:

TRIP SUMMARY MODE
(ignition on - ignition off)

Shows a trip summary for each indicator of the last trip or the average of 
the last trips. Will show the average of the last trips on the FMS interface 
boot and engine ON.

Main indicators used by LUCAS

Anticipation

The weighed factors in anticipation 
are measured, rewarding costing 
and warning about harsh braking 
and idle time.

Speed Control

TThe right use of the various speed 
control systems will contribute to 
higher fuel efficiency. The actual 
use of Cruise Control, Cruisable 
time and harsh Acceleration are 
monitored.

DRIVE MODE
Engine is ON

LUCAS monitors in real-time the current driving conditions, helping the 
driver  correct poor behavior conditions.

GOOD PERFORMANCE

90% 100%

MEDIUM PERFORMANCE

70% 90%

POOR PERFORMANCE

0% 70%



With Lucas, every fleet manager will have access to comprehensive data 

from the field. The Driver Performance Assistant brings the data to your 

server using an easy to integrate API for collecting data and make all the 

settings you need. Nothing is hardcoded, and it’s fully settable using 20 

thresholds!

Compliance with the speed limits

Reduced idling time

Judiciously using the brakes

Use caution in lane changes or stopover locations

Safer driving and also a reduction in wear and tear of the vehicles

Improves driver performance and
behavior from day ONE 

Reduce fuel consumption by 15% on average

Reduce the risk and cost of accidents and injuries

Reduce the cost of insurance

Increased driver productivity

Enhancing driver morale and retention

Lower costs and better
fleet management

Efficient Braking

Making good use of the available 
retarder systems will minimize wear
of the service brake linings.

ECO Driving

Good and efficient driving is 
rewarded with a green LED.



CANGO is specialized in the development of products and solutions for 

CANbus and vehicle data signals. The product portfolio of CANGO makes 

for a complete, competitive offer of solutions validated by successful 

implementations both on the internal and international market. CANGO 

provides innovative and integrated solutions for a different range of 

industries like logistics, transportation, construction, or agriculture.

Environmentally friendly by
reducing CO2 footprint by

18%
Follow us on Linkedin

cangotelematics

Follow us on Twitter

cangotelematics

Start using LUCAS and keep your drivers safe!

GIVE YOUR DRIVERS MORE
CONFIDENCE ON THE ROAD
AND YOUR FLEET MANAGERS
A SOLUTION TO REDUCE
COSTS!
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